The 666 Acrostic/Acronym for the Image of the Beast, Chart 2

The Greek acrostic here is represented by the letters CHI, XI, STIGMA, which are 666. Each
letter represents a word. Chi is the first letter of Christos (Christ). X (Chi) is an abbreviation for
Christ, viz. X-mas is Christmas.
Xi, is the abbreviation letter for
Xulon, a timber or tree (Strong's #3586). Thayer's New Testament Lexicon defines xulon as,
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"that which is made of wood, as a beam from which anyone is suspended, a gibbet, a cross"
(p.432, #3586). Peter used the word xulon when speaking of the cross (Acts 10:39, Acts 5:30,
Gal. 3:13, 1Peter 2:24).
Stigma
(Strong's #4742) "from a prime stizo (to 'stick', or prick); a mark incised or punched (for
recognition or ownership) i.e. (figurative) a scar of service; a mark," i. e. "pierced." According to
Donnegan's Greek Lexicon, stigma is "a hole, or mark, made with a pointed instrument. a mark
of recognition or of disgrace. a mark of infamy. a mark made on the hands of persons who had
enlisted as soldiers" (p. 1150). Under the entry of #5516 (Chi Xi Stigma), Strong's informs us
that #4742 (stigma) is also a cross. Therefore, the word, and letter, stigma have a definite
reference to being nailed to a cross, or the marks/nail-holes from being nailed to a cross.
Each letter in the 666 cipher represents a word. CHI = Christ; XI = Cross; STIGMA = Holes in
hands/nailed to a cross. The deciphered acronym (CHI XI STIGMA) defines an image of, "Christ
pierced and nailed on a cross," i.e. A crucifix. An image of idolatry.
The Greek acrostic here is represented by the letters CHI, XI, STIGMA, which are 666. Each
letter represents a word.
Chi is the first letter of Christos (Christ). X (Chi) is an abbreviation for Christ, viz. X-mas is
Christmas.
Xi, is the abbreviation letter for Xulon, a timber or tree (Strong's #3586). Thayer's New
Testament Lexicon defines xulon as, "that which is made of wood, as a beam from which
anyone is suspended, a gibbet, a cross" (p.432, #3586). Peter used the word xulon when
speaking of the cross (Acts 10:39, Acts 5:30, Galatians 3:13, 1 Peter 2:24).
Stigma (Strong's #4742) "from a prime stizo (to 'stick', or prick); a mark incised or punched (for
recognition or ownership) i.e. (figurative) a scar of service; a mark," i. e. "pierced."
According to Donnegan's Greek Lexicon, stigma is "a hole, or mark, made with a pointed
instrument. a mark of recognition or of disgrace. a mark of infamy. a mark made on the hands of
persons who had enlisted as soldiers" (p. 1150). Under the entry of #5516 (Chi Xi Stigma),
Strong's informs us that #4742 (stigma) is also a cross. Therefore, the word, and letter, stigma
have a definite reference to being nailed to a cross, or the marks/nail-holes from being nailed to
a cross.
Each letter in the 666 cipher represents a word. CHI = Christ; XI = Cross; STIGMA = Holes in
hands/nailed to a cross. The deciphered acronym (CHI XI STIGMA) defines an image of, "Christ
pierced and nailed on a cross," i.e. A crucifix. An image of idolatry. {jcomments on}
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